- ...When We Talk About Raymond Carver. Edited by Sam Halpert. - [Carver, Ray].
- 1933 Was a Bad Year. - Fante, John.
- A Hasty Bunch: Short Stories. - McAlmon, Robert.
- A History of Having a Great Many Times Not Continued to Be Friends. The Correspondence between Mabel Dodge & Gertrude Stein, 191 - [Stein, Gertrude] .
- A Little Brazilian Cookbook. Illustrated by Jose Gerardo Fajardo. - [Cookbook] Ortiz, Elisabeth Lambert.
- A Little Mexican Cookbook. Illustrated by Marian Clark de Morell. - [Cookbook] Deitlin, Carolyn.
- A Little Thai Cookbook. Illustrated by Sherry Tay. - [Cookbook] Tan, Terry.
- A New Path To The Water: Poems. - Carver, Raymond.
- A Renaissance in Harlem: Lost Voices of an American Community. - [Harlem Renaissance] Bascom, Lionel C.
- A Story Teller's Story. - Anderson, Sherwood.
- All of Us: The Collected Poems. - Carver, Raymond.
- All of Us: The Collected Poems. - Carver, Raymond.
- American Cookery. Formerly The Boston Cooking-School Magazine. 28 mixed issues. - [Cookery Magazine].
- American Expatriate Writing and the Paris Moment: Modernism and Place. - [Paris in the 20s] Pizer, Donald.
- Angle of Repose. - Stegner, Wallace.
- Angle of Repose. - Stegner, Wallace.
- At Elizabeth David’s Table: Classic Recipes and Timeless Kitchen Wisdom. With a Preface by Ruth Reichel. - [Cookery] David, Elizabeth.
- At Elizabeth David’s Table: Classic Recipes and Timeless Kitchen Wisdom. With a Preface by Ruth Reichel. - [Cookery] David, Elizabeth.
- At The Breakfast Table and other reminiscences. - Lewis, C.S.
- At The Breakfast Table and other reminiscences. - Lewis, C.S.
- At The Breakfast Table and other reminiscences. Edited by James T. Corso. - Lewis, C.S.
- At The Breakfast Table and other reminiscences. Edited by James T. Corso. - Lewis, C.S.
- Autobiographical Writings. - Hesse, Hermann.
- Basil, Illustrated by Pearl Beach. - [Cookery] Hazen, Janet.
To Skin a Cat. Stories. - McGuane, Thomas.
To Skin a Cat. Stories. - McGuane, Thomas.
Too Far from Home: Selected Writings of Paul Bowles. - Bowles, Paul.
Tortilla Flat. Illustrated with Seventeen Paintings By Peggy Worthington. - Steinbeck, John.
Traveling Through the Dark: Poems. - Stafford, William.
Trustee from the Toolroom. - Shute, Nevil.
Ultramarine: Poems. - Carver, Raymond.
Ultramarine: Poems. - Carver, Raymond.
Up in the Old Hotel and Other Stories. - Mitchell, Joseph.
Variations on All the Perfect Things: Poems. - Gregor, David.
Visions of Cody. - Kerouac, Jack.
Wanda Hickey's Night of Golden Memories and Other Disasters. - [Humorist] Shepherd, Jean.
We All Went to Paris: Americans in the City of Light 1776-1971. - [Paris Expatriates] Longstreet, Stephen.
West With The Night: The Illustrated Edition. - Markham, Beryl.
When I was a Child I Read Books. Essays. - [Essays] Robinson, Marilynne.
Will You Please Be quiet, Please? The Stories of Raymond Carver. - Carver, Raymond.
Winnebago, Ohio. - Anderson, Sherwood.
Women Hollering Creek & Other Stories. - Cisneros, Sandra.
Woman Hollering Creek & Other Stories. - Cisneros, Sandra.
X-Ray Number Six. Edited and Compiled by Johnny Brewton. - [Assemblage Magazine].